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High Speed Rail Racer

Parts List
- PVC foam rails (10 metres of rail for 5 metres of double track)
- Carbon effect sleepers
- Intermediate carbon effect track supports
- Fishplate connectors (four with holes + 20 plain)
- conductive tape
- Power supply unit
- Programmable speed controller
- Car kits (completes two cars)
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Construction of Controller:

Step 1
Fix the speed controller board to the
bottom plate using three 3mm screws
and 3 x nylon spacers between the
PCB and the bottom plate.
Secure the screws using 1
nut on each screw on
the underside of the
bottom plate.

Step 2
Cut four lengths of wire (approx.
400mm each) and neatly strip back
both ends of each piece and twist
the bare strands to keep them tidy.
Insert each of these wires into
the ‘OUT1’ and ‘OUT2’ outputs
of the board and tighten the
terminal blocks to secure the
wires.
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Step 3
Cut six more lengths of wire
(approx. 120mm) and strip all
ends as before.
Solder three pieces to the three
terminals of a 10k potentiometer
and insert the other ends of these
wires into ‘MANUAL1’ in the
same sequence they come from
the potentiometer and tighten
the terminal block screws to
secure.
Repeat this for the second
potentiometer and connect to
‘MANUAL2’.

Step 4
Remove the nuts from the two
potentiometers and then pass
through the underside of the top
plate ensuring that the small alignment pip is in the small hole to
prevent the potentiometer from
turning during operation.
Tighten into place using the nuts
and finally; cut down the shafts to
approximately 15 to 20mm.
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Step 5
Place the two side pieces into the
slots on the sides of the base plate
then fit the top plate onto these
and use four 4mm x 25mm screws
and 4 nuts on the bottom to secure.

Step 6
Turn your controller over and
fit four robbur feet to the
bottom.
Space them as evenly as
possibly to give the best
balance when in use.
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Step 7
Fit the two knobs to the potentiometer shafts ensuring that
they are both turned fully anticlockwise before pushing them
on and that the markers on the
knobs are rotated to roughly the
same angle.

Operation
The circuit can be used in two modes. Each mode is described below.
Manual Mode
Manual mode requires the two potentiometers. Turning the knobs increases or
decreases the power to the track. The output LED will be on when power is being
delivered to the motor.
Automatic Mode
The output power can be automatically ramped-up by pressing the “GO!” button.
The on-board “RAMP” adjustment controls the rate at which the power increases.
The output will then remain at full power until 4 seconds have passed since the
“GO!” button was pressed. The “KICK” adjustment controls the size of an initial
burst of power. This can be useful in overcoming “sticky start” problems. Normally,
the “KICK” potentiometer should be fully anti-clockwise (off). Both
outputs are powered simultaneously, with the same profile.
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Construction of racers:

Step 1
Push a 20mm steel shaft through each of
the two small pulleys leaving roughly 2mm
protruding at the narrower end of the
pulleys.

Step 2
Fit the two pulley/shaft assemblies to the chassis by
passing a 3mm x 6mm screw through the holes at
the end of the shafts. The head of the screws should
be on the underside (non-patterned side) of the
chassis and these should be secured in place using
3mm nuts and the 20mm shafts must be able
to freely rotate between the heads of the screws
and the tightened nuts.
Note orientation of pulleys:
Groove must be in line with centre of
chassis.

Step 3
Counter-sink the two holes in the
centre of the chassis plate (on
the underside) to accommodate
two countersunk screws (see next
step).
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Step 4
Fit the motor bracket to the top of
the chassis by passing two 3mm
counter-sunk screws through from
the underside and tightening two
3mm nuts onto these.
Note: Middle section of this
bracket must have wider
end facing the front of the
chassis.
Wider end

Step 5
Using a self-adhesive
sticky pad; stick each of
the motors to the bracket
so that the metal connection points are facing
outwards and that the flat,
back surfaces of the motors
are roughly sitting flush with
the edges of the bracket.
See bottom picture for how it
should look.
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Step 6
Take one 3mm x 20mm screw and pass one
clear plastic donut onto the screw followed
by one 3mm nut.
Do not tighten the nut.
Make two of these assemblies.

Step 7
Push these two assemblies up
through the bottom of the
chassis and tighten one nut
onto each of the screws.
The nuts either side of the
chassis should be tight but
the plastic donuts should spin
freely.

Step 8
Cut three lengths of stranded
wire, one to approximately
80mm and two to approximately
110mm.
Unsheath the ends and twist the
strands to keep them tidy.
Cut four pieces of the thin silicon
tubing to approximately 10mm.
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Step 9
Feed one piece of the thin tubing
onto each end of the short length
of wire.

Step 10
Insert one end of the wire
through one of the metal
connector tags of the motor
and bend back onto itself .
Twist the wire to secure and
then slide the thin tube over
the connection to protect it.

Step 11
Bend the wire up and hook
over the corner of the
bracket.
Tuck in as much as possible
whilst ensuring the
connection with the motor
tag is still secure.
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Step 12
Connect the other end of the wire
to the tag on the motor diagonally
opposing the first one.

Step 13
Connect one end of each of the longer
lengths of wire to the remaining
motor tags using the same method as
previously.
Tuck all of the wires into the edges
of the bracket as neatly as possible as
shown below.
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Step 14
The style of these pieces may vary and may
be supplied already bent and if this is the
case, please move on to the next step.
Using pliers; put a 90 degree bend
into one corner of the small brass
rectangles.
Mirror the position of the
bend to make a pair.

Step 15
Slot one of the brass pieces into the back of the
chassis and insert a 3mm x 6mm screw into the
adjacent hole.
Wrap one of the bare ends of the wires round
the screw before placing 3mm nut onto the
other end of the screw and tightening.
You may wish to shorten the wire before
connecting depending on how tidy your
vehicle is looking.
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Step 16
Connect the remaining wire to the
other brass piece to mirror the first
side.

Step 17
The tail should be reasonably
straight and should look something
like the one shown here.
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Step 18
Cut two more lengths of thin silicon
tubing approximately 10mm as well
as two lengths of the thicker tubing;
also to 10mm.

Step 19
Press the two thin pieces of
tubing onto the two motor
spindles so that they are
almost against the motor
body but not touching.
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Step 20
Push the thicker tubing onto the
thinner tubing so that the two sides
look as symmetrical as you can
make them with a gap of roughly
1mm between the two sides.
This gap may need adjusting
through experimentation on the
rails.

Turn the vehicle over.
Now go back to step 1 to
make your second vehicle.

Note:
The unused holes
in the chasis plates
are for potential
body-shell attachment where 3mm
screws could be used
(not supplied).
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Construction & connection of track:

Step 1
Fitting the aluminium tape to the PVC foam rails can be achieved in various ways.
Method one: Peel back one entire length (with 10mm over at each end) and carefully place the whole piece down in one go.
The foil should sit 1mm or less from the top edge of the rail along the whole
length.
Method two: Peel back 20 to 30cm at a time and work along the rail pushing the
tape down as you go.
Both methods require that there be as few a bumps and creases in the tape as
possible. This needs to be repeated on both sides of the rails ensuring that the tape
is on the same (top) edge on both sides.

The last two
rails should only
have foil tape along half
of the lengths (still on both sides
though) to allow for a ‘run-off’ area where
the vehicles can decelerate.
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The foil which is over at the ends should be cut
back neatly

Step 2
Attach each of the four output wires from the
controller board to the four brass fishplates with hole.
Do this by stripping back the ends of the wires and
twisting the bare strands to keep then tidy. Bend this
bare end round a 4mm x 6mm screw and pass the
screw through the fishplate and tighten a 4mm
nut onto the other side.

Note: The head of the screws should
be on the same side of the fishplate as the piece
folded up.
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Step 3
Take two sleepers with the narrow slots and
insert a standard brass fishplate into two
slots so that the folded edge is bent away
from the fishplate inserted next to it.
Each sleeper should look as the one shown
here.
Note: each fishplate is
pressed down the
same amount and all
of the bent sections
are bent away from
each other.
Five of these need to be
assembled.

Step 4
Using the fishplates from step 2; slot these
into place using the same method as above.
Ensure that none of the wire become loose
or detached whilst manipulating them.
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Step 5
With the sleepers all complete, the track
can now be assembled.
This is done by slotting the rails into
each of the sleepers, between the brass
fishplates. Press the rail down firmly and
make sure that it goes into the corresponding wire slot in the sleeper
Note: The rails must have the foil
tape at the top edges.

At each end of the rails, another sleeper
should be used with each rail meeting
the next rail in the middle of the fishplates as shown here.
At roughly halfway along each length
of rail; the intermediate sleepers should
be used to give the track some added
stability.
See below.
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Step 6
With your track fully assembled and the
rails all perfectly level (worth noting
here that the final piece of rail
does not need the use of brass
connections so a standard,
mid-length support can
be used at the end); it
is time to connect the
power supply and
test your racers.

Power Connector

Step 7
It is important that placing the
vehicles onto the track is done carefully without pressing them down
onto the track.
It is done by placing the front edge
with the clear rollers on first, then
rolling the vehicle forward as you
carefully put the whole vehicle
down until both of the black pulleys
are in contact with the rails.
When testing; first check the direction that vehicles are running and;
if necessary, switch the wiring over
from the controller output for the
given rail.
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